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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Illinois Brewery consists of four contiguous sections with common walls 
which have been built, rebuilt, and remodeled from the early 1880's to 1904. 
The three-story center section and the ice factory section on the south end 
comprise the oldest parts of the building. In 1882 the Hammel Brothers 
established their liquor business in a large adobe structure which quickly 
proved to be inadequate for brewery purposes. The south portion of this 
building was demolished in 1883 and by 1886 a stone brewery erected in its 
place. Three small adobe ice houses adjoining on the south were also built 
approximately at the same time. By 1904 when the final rebuilding of the 
entire structure was completed, the latter had been remodeled into the 
present two-story ice factory, with its rear single-story on the east, to 
house the ice-making machinery. This equipment, which includes the ice-maker 
and boiler on the ground floor, the ammonia condenser and water tank on the 
second floor, with the freeze tanks located in the extension, is still intact.

The first floor of the ice factory was constructed of plastered adobe. 
Later, the front wall, on the west, was faced with stone. The second story 
was of frame construction, which was finally covered with corrugated iron 
sheeting in 1935. Two of the three identical double-hung windows of the 
second story level are on the west wall, with the third positioned on the 
south. Two large doors are likewise located at the front and double doors on 
the south side of the rear extension, which are served by a large, dilapidated 
wood loading platform. Slant, corrugated roofs cover both portions.

The remainder of the original adobe structure north of the brewery had been 
demolished by 1898 and the third section, also of stone, built adjoining the 
brewery. The brewing operation was now relocated in this new portion and the 
original brewery was converted to beer aging. By 1904 the remodeling was 
complete. The original stone center section now consisted of three stories 
with a small single-story stone rear extension. Final aging or "racking off" 
kegs were placed throughout the ground floor; middle-aging kegs stored on the 
second floor; and prime or fermenting kegs kept on the third floor. The new 
extension was used for beer storage.

Three pairs of similar, slender windows are set in vertical order on the 
west wall of the three-story portion, with a pair of smaller, square windows 
located on both north and south gables. The double doors at the rear of the 
three-story portion and the elevated south side loft door of the remaining 
rear room provide the only direct access to this section. A pitched iron- 
sheeting roof with a raised wood vent in the center covers the three-story 
portion; a slant roof the rear.

By 1904 also, the 1898 brewery section was remodeled into its present 
partial two-story, L-shaped size and served as a combination mash mill and 
brew house. The south portion consisted of a single-high story, but the 
northeast "L" was floored to form two stories. A single-story wash house was 
attached to the rear. : ;

The mash tub and hops bins were installed on the ground floor and the mash 
mill, storage bins, hops vats and stirring kettle placed in theseoMKl floor 
area. With the coming of Prohibition in 1918, all brewing e^u7as 
removed. Of the six identical, slender, double-hung windows 
.front of this section, the southern two are positioned one abcHHther 
and the other four grouped in two pairs, vertically placed,
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Illinois Brewery housed the operations of the Hammel Brothers and Co., 

!,one of the more important commercial establishments of the 1880's boom period 
lin Socorro. The company was founded in 1882 by William G. and Gustav A. 

el and opened for business in July of that year in an existing adobe 
iatructure as a licensed wholesale and retail liquor distributor for the 
Illinois Brewing Co. of Lebanon, Illinois. The spirituous liquor, and later 
:he St. Louis malts and hops, were shipped on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
i'e Railway which had established a railhead in Socorro in the summer of 1880. 
"he first of many brewery licenses was taken out in November, 1882 by the 
blder brother William who had worked in the Lebanon brewery prior to his 
booming west. Both brothers were listed as brewers by profession in the 1885 
Special census for the Town of Socorro.

In 1883 a portion of the adobe building used for liquor storage was 
lemolished and by 1886 the first stone brewery constructed on the site. The 
Easiness was reorganized in the following year and incorporated under the name

the Illinois Brewing Company with Jacob Hammel, the father of the two 
rothers, as president. The growing demand in Socorro, and at Magdalena, Hot 

Iprings, Quemado and the other mining and smeltering centers, soon called for 
i expansion in equipment and in the brewing facility itself. Additions were 
ide to the brewing machinery and delivery operation in 1888, and the first 
:eam-operated ice making machinery in the Territory of New Mexico was 
tstalled in 1890. By 1898 the plant had been extensively expanded.
William Hammel succeeded to the presidency following the death of his 

ither in 1903 and presided over the extensive remodeling of the brewery in 
104, which gave the building its present size and shape. The completed 
:ructure contained a minimum of essential space for brewing beer and making 
:e. In this remodeling, the 1890 ice factory was kept; the aging section 
lilt into the present three-story portion and adjoining rear, single-story 
illar; the enlarged brewing section rebuilt into a two-story, L-shaped 
)mbination mash mill and brew house with wash house extension; and the 
Listing office pared to its present size, minus the two store rooms at the 
>rth end.
A soft drink franchise was purchased by William Hammel in 1912 and located 
a bottling works across the street on the west side of the brewery. The 

brewery operation was closed down during Prohibition following the passage of 
le Volstead Act in 1918/and never reopened. The ice factory and soft drink 
iterprises, however, were kept open until 1965. The brewery is unused at 

[resent and owned by Clarence Hammel, the son of William Hammel. Due to its 
lique character and excellent condition, this early commercial structure 
biains a popular landmark and tourist attraction in the Socorro area.
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All are distinguished with slight arches at the top. A single, large window 
is set at the rear of the wash house. A saddle roof covers the two-story 
portion; virtually a flat roof the single story; a slant, metal sheeting 
roof the wash house.

By 1898, also, a stone office and two large storerooms had been constructed 
adjoining the brewery on the north and forming the fourth section of the 
structure. In 1904, the storerooms were torn down and the office reduced to 
its present size. There is a single door entrance on the west wall of the 
office and a large window set in the opposite wall. This room is finished 
with the only wainscoting and plank flooring in the entire building and 
contains office furniture and a pot-bellied stove.

Other floors are of poured concrete. Interior doorways connect all of the 
rooms except for that housing the freezing tanks. The interior walls are 
roughly plastered and painted throughout, with the ceiling and inside frame 
supporting parts left exposed.
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